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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stocks rose for a third day and closed at 26,544pts 
(+129pts). The turnover declined by 6.8% to HKD133.7b. Geely Auto (175 
HK) reached the highest level in two years on the back of an engine 
venture with its German partner. Southbound capital flow into Tencent 
(700 HK), Sunny Optical (2382 HK), Geely Auto (175 HK), Nongfu Spring 
(9633 HK). The Hang Seng Index is expected to have a range trading at 
26,000pts to 26,800pts in the near term.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Smartphone Component 
Market believes the Honor spin-off will be mild positive for the handset camera industry. It is because 
market thinks the highest-end camera setup for P/Mate series may not be available for the new Honor's 
high-end products given lack of tailor-made ICs and R&D team, while, Honor is aggressive in camera specs 
in mid-to-low end smartphones. On the other hand, market believes Honor should be able to capture 
most of the mid-to-low end volume of original Huawei and Honor and expects Honor can ship c.100m 
units for next year. Related stocks: Q Tech (1478 HK), O-Film (002456 SH), Sunny Optical (2382 HK). 
 
China Beer 
According to the National Bureau of Statistics, China’s Oct total beer production volume declined by 
11.3% YoY to 1.88m tons (vs. Sept of +2.3% YoY to 3.16m tons),  The double-digit decline is behind 
market expectations. The fall of production volume was caused by (1) calendar effect. The major beer 
companies might have front-loaded production plans to Sept, ahead of the Oct Golden Week Holidays and 
"Double-11" festival and (2) weather effect. 2020 Oct was colder than 2019 Oct. In addition, 4Q20 is a 
typical low season for the beer industry, accounting for c.16-18% of China beer industry’s annual 
production volume over the past five years. Market believes China beer sector can be benefited from 
premiumization trend, which drives margin expansion. Related stocks: CR Beer (291 HK), BUD APAC (1876 
HK). 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

AIA (1299 HK) 
AIA highlighted that AIA China currently has 3m customers, which implies only a c.2% penetration of the 
existing middle class of its current footprint. For future plan, AIA will expand to other cities at least a 
year after Chengdu becomes operational. AIA China is required to have its Sichuan branch operational 
before making applications for other provincial licenses. While AIA China did not make an active product 
mix change yet, YTD, 25% of its VNB were from long-term savings products. Its share price reached record 
high yesterday, with its geographic expansion and steady agency development; share price may reach 
above HKD100.00. 
 
Kunlun Energy (135 HK) 
Junlun's 3Q20 volume sales for retail gas sales continued to remain strong and saw >20% yoy growth (vs 
full-year guidance of 15%). Its management expects further acceleration in volume growth in 4Q for 
colder weather, a continued recovery in industrial/commercial activities post Covid-19, contribution from 
recently completed acquisitions, and aggressive new user development at existing projects. In addition, 
the company saw some signs of margin improvement in 3Q20 and expects winter gas prices to be lower 
this year, which should help with margin recovery. Future catalysts include: (1) imminent injection of 
Shaanjing pipeline into PipeChina, and (2) an acceleration in M&A activities in 2021E.  



 
Geely Auto (175 HK) 
Geely's share price surged c.7% yesterday after a report of a collaboration with Germany's Daimler AG to 
build next-generation combustion engines for use in hybrid vehicles. Some believe the modular engine 
will be used in cars under different marques at Geely and Daimler as the companies are still in the early 
stages of developing the engine. Technically, its share price has broken-through its recent high 
(HKD22.20), it may test higher to 2018 level at around HKD24.00. 
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